To the servants of the people, elected to their office by the people to serve their common citizens.

I know you are very busy, so I will make this as short as possible.

My Name is Craig Zale and I have dedicated the past 35+ years to be a servant to our fellow Americans. Both as a volunteer and as a business owner to serve our community.

I am also an inventor with one patent. I would have two but the first time the system in place scared me away financially and someone with more money now holds that one. I have more to share but I am waiting until the fate of the patent system is determined before sharing new ideas.

I am writing to ask you to take a step back and recommit to the intention of the Patent system and what it has become today.

The system was intended to be a level playing field for all persons and not just thoses with the most money that can afford the best legal defense and win wars of attrition rather than wars about what is right.

Small Entities court should be the ruel and not small claims court.

Please stand up for what is the right thing to do and follow an "Article 3 court" and not an "Administrative Tribunal"

Let's work to put a limit on how many motions can be used.

Also, on the consultancy committees how about equal inventor representation. (What a novel idea?)

Determining right and wrong was never intended to have its outcome based on what party has the deepest pockets.

As an intelligent and educated American you already know this and are better than the way things are today.

Please take an hour and re-read the patents act of 1790 and HR41. Remember what was granted to Samuel Hopkins (a common tradesman with an idea for a
better way to do something in trade he worked in) by President George Washington.

Out of all the things you will do in this lifetime, which ones will matter the most.

Thank You for your time and the time it will take to really consider these matters.

Thank you for your consideration.
Craig Zale